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    Abstract : 

 

We have considered a collisionless unmagnetized / magnetized plasma composed of warm adiabatic ions and 

two distinct populations of electrons at different temperatures − the hot electron species follows the 

nonthermal distribution as prescribed by Cairns et al. [1] whereas the cold electron species obeys the 

isothermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. We [2, 3, 4] have investigated different nonlinear ion acoustic 

waves, giving special emphases on the nonlinear wave modulation in both unmagnetized and magnetized 

plasma. In particular, we have derived different nonlinear Schrödinger equations depending on the direction 

of the propagation of the ion acoustic waves in magnetized or unmagnetized plasma. Also, we have 

investigated the relation between two nonlinear Schrödinger equations - one describes the amplitude 

modulation of ion acoustic waves propagating obliquely to the direction of the magnetic field and other 

describes the amplitude modulation of ion acoustic waves propagating along the magnetic field. 

Again, we [5] have studied the effect of linear Landau damping of electrons on ion acoustic solitary waves 

in a collisionless unmagnetized plasma consisting of warm adiabatic ions, nonthermal hot electrons and 

isothermal cold electrons. We have seen that the amplitude of the ion acoustic solitary wave decreases with 

time. 

Finally, using Sagdeev pseudo-potential technique, we [6] have investigated the arbitrary amplitude ion 

acoustic solitons, double layers and supersolitons in a collisionless magnetized plasma consisting of warm 

adiabatic ions, nonthermal hot electrons and isothermal cold electrons. Here, we have used the phase portraits 

of the dynamical system to confirm the existence of different solitary structures. We also investigated the 

transition of different solitary structures: soliton (before the formation of double layer) → double layer → 

supersoliton → soliton (after the formation of double layer). 
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